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Most people dream of flying over the Andes to the
Amazon, or the Oriente, as they call it in Ecuador, to
marvel at the natural miracles in the lush rainforest
of South America. But this October 2006 trip,
hosted by the nongovernmental organization (NGO)
Acción Ecológica, was one that viewed utter devasta-
tion.

The trip began with a flight from Quito, Ecuador’s
capital, to Lago Agrio, an Amazonian city on the
Colombian border originally developed by Texaco
when it began oil extraction in 1972. Lago Agrio and
its inhabitants, both colonists and indigenous peo-
ples, have been battling the consequences of oil
development since a 1993 lawsuit against Texaco,
which is still being heard in a court in Loja, Ecuador.
In some estimations (such as those by lawyer and
researcher Judith Kimerling in her 1991 book Ama-
zon Crude), the oil spills and contamination of this
region of Ecuador equal or supersede those of the
1989 Alaskan Exxon Valdez oil spill. 

The vistas from an airplane window were of car-
peted Andean mountain slopes with varying shades
of green peeking through the clouds. The plane
passed over various volcanic lakes of vibrant blue
and the thermal bath and spa region of Papallacta,
which now has the new oleoduct (OCP) running
through it—literally, the pipe crosses over the road

arriving to the hotel. In Lago Agrio, common visions
of the tropics faded to large industrial hangers and
bare land. Before the group of about forty activists
loaded onto buses, they were warned that the
Colombian and Ecuadorian military work in tan-
dem in this region and that they have a history of
unfriendliness (and even violence) to those who
view petroleum extraction sites. This area is also
one of great contention between the two countries,
as Colombian FARC (Fuerzas Armadas Revolucionar-
ias de Colombia) guerrilla members have been
reported to operate and train in this area, and
Colombian refugees escaping the FARC have settled
in this region as well. In addition, Colombia, in coor-
dination with a U.S. military base in Ecuador’s
coastal city of Manta, fumigates coca plantations on
this border. Colombia has recently renewed its fumi-
gation activities despite concerns from President
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Rafael Correa and other Ecuadorian political lead-
ers.1 Therefore, the Oilwatch toxitour not only
included visits to extraction sites and the peoples
who live in their midst but also perceived a serious
air of violence and tension on this once peaceful
border.

The tour passed by secondary oil tubes that car-
ried lighter crude and melded with the verdant flora
of the rainforest floor. In total, four oil extraction
sites were visited—Campo Libertador, Campo Para-
huaco, Campo Shushuqui, and Campo Secoya.
Campo Parahuaco and its neighbor site, Atacapi,
were opened by Texaco in 1968. Campo Libertador
and Campo Secoya were the first Texaco sites to be
operated by the national Ecuadorian company
Petroecuador in 1992.2 The names derive from the
indigenous languages of the region. The CONAIE
(the national indigenous confederation of Ecuador)

and CONFENIAE (the regional indigenous confeder-
ation of the Amazon) protested against the use of
indigenous names by oil companies throughout the
early 1990s, and now oil fields and refineries may
not use such names on their sites. The most star-
tling vision when one sees an oil extraction location
up close is the large flames that soar through the
sky, creating an immense heat and loud, searing
noises. 

At Campo Libertador, a local farmer told his story
of losing cattle, other livestock, and crops, and of
illnesses that affected his family members and
neighbors. When asked if this affected his liveli-
hood, he said, “Yes, we have no animals left on
which to live or fish to eat.”3 

At Campo Shushuqui, one woman cried, “The
children in my family are sick, and I can no lon-
ger raise cattle because I cannot find clean water
for them to drink.”4 She was sobbing when she
told the group that she was destitute and without
help from the government and Texaco and now
without help from the state oil company Petroec-
uador. 

Finally, a local farmer took the group behind his
newly constructed house, which had been
destroyed by a pipeline explosion, to a stream
where petroleum flowed freely and mixed with
the water. 

Shockingly, as the group strode toward a smaller
oil pump in the middle of a deforested area, a cow
drank right out of the contaminated liquid. The ever
more depressing tour continued until the last site,
Secoya, where massive explosions of fire from the
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oil refineries burst into the air. At each site, there
were lakes of crude oil sitting around the extraction
areas, with some that had been covered by flora.
One could throw a rock on top of the lake only to
see it stay there, not even seeping into the black
depths of the crude oil. According to the tour guide
and president of the NGO Acción Ecológica, Alexan-
dra Almeida, “When an oil leak is reported, oil com-
panies [until 1992 this was Texaco; now
Petroecuador manages operations in these areas]
would gather all of the crude oil and affected vegeta-
tion in a septic tank and bury it underground. Over
the years, these tanks leak and enter the water sys-
tem.”5 These sad circumstance silenced all forty
members of the tour by the end of the day. 

By the time the tour ended in Coca, an Amazo-
nian city on the River Coca below Lago Agrio, other
members of the local communities had gathered to
march into the town center and protest against fur-
ther destruction of their lands. There were actors
dressed in local costumes singing songs and rhymes
about oil and transnational companies, and parents
and children with balloons and holding banners,
saying, “Get out U.S. Military Base in Manta,” “No
more Destruction of our Land,” “A March for Our
Dignity,” “Marching for Justice until Texaco Cleans
and Restores our Land.” There was a sense of hope
among the people and relief that such a tour had
come to their small Amazonian city to recognize
their struggle.

BACKGROUND

Nearly half of Ecuador’s territory is Amazonian, cov-
ering 130,000 km2, or 2 percent of the entire Ama-
zonian region in South America. Five percent of the
country’s population lives in the area, which has
experienced rapid growth, from 263,797 people in
1982 to 372,563 in 1990 and then to 613,339 peo-
ple in 2000.6 While settlers were encouraged by the
government, as in other Amazonian countries, to
conquer this region and develop it throughout the
1960s and 1970s, prosperity has not favored them.
Instead, they rank among the poorest members of
their society. While 54.5 percent of Ecuadorians
from the highlands, or sierra, rank among the poor,
79.2 percent of their Amazonian neighbors are clas-
sified as poor, according to Ecuador’s National Insti-
tute of Statistics.7 The percentage of people living in
poverty in the provinces most severely impacted by
oil development is even higher, at 82.42 percent in
Sucumbíos and 80.2 percent in Orellana. Addition-
ally, literacy rates are far lower in this part of the
country, and clean drinking water is provided to
only 13 percent and 14 percent (in Sucumbíos and
Orellana, respectively) of the population of this area
as compared to the national average of 48 percent.8 

In terms of oil reserves, Ecuador ranks fourth in
Latin America and has thirty-two petroleum blocks
with approximately 5.6 billion barrels of oil. It is
number fourteen on the list of countries that export
oil to the United States, down from number six only
two years ago due to conflicts with U.S. oil compa-
nies and state licensing agreements, plus decreased
production (EIA 2009). Oil production constitutes 43
percent of the country’s exports and has been the
principal source of state income since 1973. The
Ishpingo-Tambococha-Tiputini (ITT) petroleum block
is estimated to have 846 million barrels of recover-
able petroleum, which is heavy crude—about 14.7
API (American Petroleum Institute gravity)9. The
daily production of oil is estimated at approximately
107,000 barrels for thirteen years, with a continual

Ecuador Poverty Percentages 
by City and Region, 1995–2006

City or Region 1995 1998 1999 2006

Quito 27.3 19.9 29.1 20.9
Guayaquil 34.6 40.2 47.9 36
Coast 51.6 58.4 62.8 52.4
Highland 52.4 53 59.3 43.6
Amazon 71.5 63.2 66.8
Rural 76.5 77.9 81.6 72.7
Urban 36.3 40.6 47 35.6
National Total 52.6 56.3 61.1 49.1

Source: Carlos Larrea, Ana Isabel Larrea,
and Ana Lucía Bravo, “Petróleo, sustenta-
bilidad y desarrollo en la Amazonía Norte de
Ecuador: Dilemas para una transición hacia
una sociedad post-petrolera,” (Quito:
FLACSO: unpublished manuscript, 2008).
See also, Instituto Nacional de Estadisticas y
Censos, Encuesta de Condiciones de Vida,
1995, 1998, 1999, 2006, at www.inec.gov.ec.

Economic Indicators for Ecuador, 2009

Amazon Crude Oil Price $70.87 (October 2009)
Gross Domestic Product $24 Billion
External Debt $7.493 Billion (public)

$6.375 Billion (private)
Total Exports August 2009 $1.318 Billion
Total Petroleum Exports Agust 2009 $799.3 Million

Source: http://www.inec.gov.ed/web/guest/inicio.

www.inec.gov.ec
http://www.inec.gov.ed/web/guest/inicio
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declining production for twelve more years. Inde-
pendent reports conducted for Petroproducción
Ecuador indicate that proven reserves are 944 mil-
lion barrels of heavy crude and that there may be up
to another 1,530 billion barrels of reserves.10 

THE PUZZLE—WHAT’S A LEADER TO DO?

Ecuador is no stranger to battles with oil companies.
In May 2006, it booted out Occidental Oil Company
(Oxy), claiming that Oxy had illegally sold interests
in its fields in 2000 to a Canadian firm, EnCana. In
2005, the Ecuadorian government determined such
action was illegal. By 2006, the interim president,
Alfredo Palacio, who replaced ousted President
Lucio Gutiérrez, was feeling pressure by social
movement activists to reject a free trade agreement
with the United States. This anti-free-trade move-
ment, led by indigenous activists under the national
organization CONAIE, also called for better compen-
sation from transnational companies to the Ecua-
dorian people.11 With anti-free-trade sentiments
circling the Andes from their neighbors in Venezuela
and Bolivia and a call for nationalizing the resources
of the country, the Ecuadorian legislature voted for
an increase on the profit tax of transnational oil
companies from 30 percent to 60 percent. In
response to Oxy’s refusal to pay the increase in
taxes, the Ecuadorian Hydrocarbons Law was
revised in April 2006, and the Ecuadorian govern-
ment decided to terminate Oxy’s contract and
assume its holdings in block 15 of Yasuní National
Park in the Amazon. This oil field takeover caused
the U.S. government to discontinue free trade agree-
ment talks with Ecuador, thus highlighting an inter-
esting connection between foreign trade policy
concerning countries and private oil company dis-
putes.12 All in all, activists in block 15, including the
Quichua, Secoya, Siona, and Shuar indigenous peo-
ples, declared victory against Oxy and what they
said were its destructive measures in their sacred
lands.13 In addition, the cessation of free trade talks
with the United States signified a giant leap forward
for those who called for social justice and antiglobal-
ization. 

To complicate this geopolitical dilemma, Presi-
dent Correa of Ecuador announced in January 2007
that he would consider a plan to export Ecuadorian
crude oil to Venezuela in exchange for Venezuelan
derivative refining, a technology that Ecuador does
not have. The refining was typically done by U.S.
and other multinational corporations. Such a deal
would provide an estimated $60 million annually to

Ecuador’s ailing coffers and eliminate foreign refin-
ery intermediaries. The ecological dilemma is that
increased refining and crude oil would likely come
from Ecuador’s precious and internationally pro-
tected Yasuní National Park in the Amazon from the
ITT block—a block where, in addition to natural bio-
diversity, uncontacted indigenous Huaorani commu-
nities (primarily Tagaeri, Taromenane, and
Oñamenane peoples) live and have had a history of
violently resisting outside involvement. This con-
tested area, a UNESCO World Biosphere Reserve,
has been hailed as one of the most biodiverse on
the planet, containing more fish, flora, and fauna
species than in all of North America. 

In response to a call for a moratorium on petro-
leum extraction in this area by ecological and envi-
ronmental international and national NGOs,
including Amazon Alliance, Rainforest Action Net-
work, Amazon Watch, and Acción Ecológica, among
others, President Correa in March 2007 gave inter-
national NGOs an eight-to-ten month time period to
provide $350 million annually to the Ecuadorian
government to preserve this rainforest ecosystem.

“If we don’t get the money, we’ll exploit ITT,” said
Correa in a press conference.14

Thus, the international nongovernmental com-
munity, in addition to state organizations and multi-
national corporations, has become embroiled in the
rich rainforest dilemma.

While Venezuela, Bolivia, Mexico, and Chad have
histories of such ousters of foreign companies, Ecua-
dor has always put forth a relatively friendly face in
the world of petroleum concessions. This new turn
in its history and its leadership threatens not only
Ecuador’s economic gains from its top taxpayer but
also its geopolitical relationship with a long-time ally
in the United States. Ecuadorian President Correa, a
U.S.-trained economist who rejects the free trade
agreement with the United States, also calls for rene-
gotiations with increased favor for Ecuador concern-
ing foreign oil companies, including more nationalist
policies and closure of the U.S. military base in
Manta on Ecuador’s coast. His demands confront
geopolitical and security issues that Ecuador has
with U.S. southern neighbors and allies.15 Given
Ecuador’s large international debt and high unem-
ployment rate (nearly 10 percent with underemploy-
ment at 51 percent),16 free trade markets and
increased returns for the high price of crude oil
would seem beneficial for the country and its geopo-
litical relationship with its largest economic partner,
the United States.17 So why would its citizens then
be cheering for the ouster of an oil company that
provided employment and supporting a moratorium
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on oil production from its largest reserve (20 per-
cent of all reserves in the country)?

ENTER THE NGOS

A Forum on Oil, Human Rights, and 
Environmental Reparation from the South

To provide perspective on the dangers of exploita-
tion of the Amazon, Oilwatch.org, a coordinating
nongovernmental organization of various other
organizations in the lesser developed world (or
South) that are affected by oil, hosted the Forum on
Oil, Human Rights, and Environmental Reparation18

in Coca, Ecuador, in October 2006. Acción Ecológi-
ca, a very vibrant and politically active Ecuadorian
nongovernmental ecological organization, was the
national coordinator and host of the conference. The
forum did not include heads of state or oil company
executives. Rather, it consisted of the voices of the
people—women, men, children, community activ-
ists and leaders, teachers, and farmers—who had
been impacted by oil development in their lands. It
was the reverse image of what is in the press and
seen on television —the actual words of those who
drank polluted waters and suffered cancer from
petroleum’s dreaded byproducts and toxins. 

The Forum on Oil, Human Rights, and Environ-
mental Reparation hosted a confluence of leaders
and people from all over the world in the rainforest
to take a toxitour of the rainforest´s devastation and
to exchange their plights, strategies, and hopes for a
better future as well as to celebrate ten years of Oil-
watch’s international mobilization on behalf of rain-
forests in the South of the globe. The forum began
with a tour of contaminated sites in the Amazon, fol-
lowed by a march for human rights and the dignity
of the peoples who live in affected areas. It culmi-
nated in an exchange of experiences from peoples
all over the global South. Alaskan Eyak, Nigerian,
East Timorese, Nicaraguan Miskito, and Congolese
people, among others, told their stories to and
shared their experiences with Shuar, Cofan, Secoya,
Huaorani, Quichua and other indigenous groups and
affected peoples of Ecuador. 

What Is Oilwatch?

Oilwatch defines itself as a principled movement
against resource extraction with a common identity
from the global South and common political goals
and mobilizing strategies. Its transnational net-
works began in February 1996, in Quito, Ecuador
with the participation of fifteen organizations from

Brazil, Cameroon, Colombia, East Timor, Gabon,
Guatemala, Mexico, Nigeria, Peru, South Africa, Sri
Lanka, and Thailand. Currently, the network has
members in more than fifty countries. It states that
it is a

network that builds solidarity and fosters a com-
mon identity among peoples of the South. Oil-
watch understands similarities in the current
pattern of resource exploitation in countries of
the South, which reflects a historical legacy of
disempowerment of peoples and considers the
recognition of the right of peoples to self-determi-
nation as primary in the resolution of environ-
mental problems.19

Oilwatch’s principled network supports the fol-
lowing political aims:

a) To stop the expansion of socially destructive
and environmentally damaging oil activity in
the tropics and other parts of the global South; 

b) To support communities in the global South
that resist the destructive activities of oil com-
panies;

c) To create consciousness of a model of develop-
ment that is not based on destructive energy
sources and respects sovereignty, justice, dig-
nity, and human rights;

d) To forge a network of national and regional
organizations that act at the local level so that
they can intervene in a united way at the inter-
national level to protect the lives and livelihood
of local peoples; and

e) To link the environmental impacts with that of
the social impacts of the hydrocarbon activi-
ties, from a southern prospective.20 

Unlike some claims that NGOs and local peoples
seek funding in an economic market of supply and
demand, Oilwatch and its national and local part-
ners seek funding from “like-minded” sources, not
just those that will supply funding.21 The coordinat-
ing director of Oilwatch International, Esperanza
Martinez, stated that “Oilwatch and Acción Ecológi-
ca have differences of opinion from some larger,
international NGOs. They have become very neolib-
eral in their approach.”22 

In a recent discussion with the Ecuadorian NGO
director of Jatun Sacha, Michael McColm, McColm
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also noted a distinct difference between larger, inter-
national NGOs and smaller local and national ones.
He said that once the government of Ecuador, in this
case, can claim to have the support of more visible
NGOs, such as The Nature Conservancy or others,
this gives it legitimacy for its actions, even if the gov-
ernment counters the local and national desires of
the people and environmental standards.23 

Thus, the Forum on Oil, Human Rights, and Envi-
ronmental Reparation in Coca was sponsored by
international NGOs, including Hivos Holland, Action
Aid International, Oxfam International, Bread for
the World Germany, Broederlijk Delen Holland,
Global Greengrants Funds, and the Basque and Bar-
celona governments of Spain, among others.24 All of
their mission statements include themes of the
global South and their right for self-sustainability
and development, which concurs with the Oilwatch
mission. In this case, Oilwatch is a global movement
that does seek resources in the supply and demand
market but tempers that search with principles and
common norms and values. That being said, at the
forum in Coca, it was clear that the sponsors carried
more weight in meetings and certainly had more
access to local peoples and forum organizers. This
may be the result of repeated visits and close rela-
tionships, or a search for future funding, or a combi-
nation of the two. In any event, at each session of
the forum and with each speech, it was clear that
the values among its participants were focused on
the common issues of the South and the petroleum
extractive industries. 

Stories from Abroad

The rest of the forum consisted of testimonial after
testimonial of the experiences of indigenous and
local peoples in the areas of petroleum extraction.
Their lands were different and their peoples were
different, but the stories were all the same, which
they, too, recognized. 

Willman Jimenez of Red de Lideres Angel Shingri,
Ecuador, spoke of the discovery of an oil leak and a
protest of local peoples that turned violent when
police and military members carted him off to the
Anglo-French company´s, Perenco’s, extraction site.
He and a colleague, Alfonso Cango, went as observ-
ers of the Human Rights Committee of Coca, Ecua-
dor, to view the high-temperature water pipes of the
Perenco oil site that had burned community mem-
bers and their livestock. The military and police told
the local protesters to retreat. Once the protesters
were outside the company installations, they peace-
fully remained, opposing the contamination of their

lands. Jimenez noted that once the police saw that
the people would not retreat, “they shot tear gas at
the protesters and arrested Mr. Jimenez.” After
destroying Jimenez’s camera and regularly maltreat-
ing him, according to his account, he was set free
after sixteen days of imprisonment. 

Jimenez commented, “Who is going to pay for
the tragic moments that I lived, for the injuries from
the bullets shot at me by the military, for the psy-
chological distress, the damage to my family, and
the unfounded accusations by Perenco?”25

The representative from Congo told a similarly
tragic story. Jean Aimé Brice Mackosso of Justice et
Paix in Congo explained that he was also impris-
oned for three weeks for protesting oil exploration
and extraction in his country. He noted that “war
came with petroleum.” Congo experienced wars in
1957, 1989, and 2000. Mackosso lamented that the
“arms were paid for with petroleum… then they
asked us to pay the international debt with our
money from petroleum.” Congo, a country of three
million people, began oil exportation in 1969, and
today 70 percent of its population still lives on under
$1 per day. Finally, Mackosso stated that the ecologi-
cal disasters of Ecuador were similar to those of
Congo. He called for “solidarity in these issues, as
many peoples, particularly those from Congo, could
not protest openly against this violence and ecologi-
cal devastation.”26 

Santina Soares of La’o Hamutuk, an organization
from East Timor, spoke of the independence of her
country from Indonesia in 2002 and their fight with
Australia over undersea oil and gas mining rights.
She argued that East Timor remains poor and un-
able to manage its own national sovereignty due to
Australia’s stronghold on its national resources. Her
organization protests the profit-sharing from mari-
time drilling for petroleum in the Timor Sea and
calls for profits from petroleum to be used to de-
crease poverty and increase social services for the
Timorese people. In tears, she described the pitiful
living situations of women and children in refugee
camps in their capital city, citing the horrific human
rights violations, including rapes that occur on a dai-
ly basis. Her solution to this nightmare is an active
civil society to “build strong national and global net-
works.” At the end of her comments, she thanked
the local peoples of Ecuador for sharing their experi-
ence, both in words and action, as a form of global
fraternity through common struggles.27

Like the previous speakers, Keania Karikpo of Oil-
watch Africa, based in Nigeria, told the story of his
people’s struggle with multinational oil companies
and government military forces, from the horrific
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hanging of Ken Saro Wiwa and eight Ogoni activists
in November 1995 through the 2001 protests of the
Nigerian peoples. He spoke of brutal killings and
rapes in the communities of Kaiama, Umuechem,
and Choba, where Shell, Agip, and Wilbros oil com-
panies operate, respectively. He described oil com-
panies’ influence as “a complex mix of events that
have had the combined effect of destroying resource
rich communities.” He concurred with his col-
leagues that police and military violence had stirred
local resentment and increased violence, as well as
caused environmental destruction and abominable
health circumstances.28

The Ecuadorian Shuar and Quichua and Colom-
bian U’wa indigenous leaders and peoples shared
their stories of protest against the Argentinian Com-
pania Generale de Combustibles, S.A. (CGC), and
Occidental Oil Company. Each group spoke of their
human rights, their rights as ancestral peoples of the
land, and their continued fight against intrusion
until there is a moratorium against extractive activi-
ties. Patricia Gualinga of the Shuar community said
that a major component of the success of her com-
munity in making its struggle visible was “allies like
Greenpeace, Amazon Watch, and Oilwatch.”29 

Among other indigenous and local leaders, Alas-
kan leader Dune Lankhart spoke of the Exxon Val-
dez case and his move to use the compensation
funds to buy the lands that were spoiled to preserve
them for future generations of indigenous peoples in
this territory along Alaska’s coastline. He referred to
this as “compassionate capitalism,”30 or a system
that recognizes the market but infuses it with com-
munity values and goals. This goal provides a strik-
ing contrast to the general economic principle of
supply and demand consumerism in the global mar-
ket. Lankhart suggested that affected peoples of the
South should join together to form economic coop-
eratives to purchase lands and to establish profitable
businesses to support community efforts and local/
indigenous cultures and to protect ancestral lands. 

THE DAVID AND GOLIATH TRIBUNAL

As part of the forum’s protest of the abuses of multi-
national oil companies and the frustration of the
thirty thousand indigenous peoples of the northern
Amazonian region of Ecuador who filed a claim
against Texaco, now Chevron Corporation, for envi-
ronmental destruction of their lands in 1993, an
Ethical Tribunal and Popular Judgement of the Chev-
ron Corporation was conducted. Representatives
from the plaintiffs (indigenous and campesino
members of the Lago Agrio region) and from the

defendants, Chevron Corporation, presented their
arguments in the case. The case is currently being
heard in Lago Agrio, Ecuador, and seeks compensa-
tion for damages to the water and soil of the plain-
tiffs’ regions in the amount of over $6 billion. This
case has a more-than-sixteen-year history, having
been filed in New York City (then Texaco’s head-
quarters), only later to be deemed out of jurisdic-
tion. The U.S. Court of Appeals ruled that Chevron
Corporation had to accept the jurisdiction of the
Ecuadorian courts and their judgment, thus reen-
forcing the control of the Ecuadorian legal system in
this case.31 In October 2003, the plaintiffs refiled
the case in Lago Agrio, Ecuador, where it is currently
being heard and has been ordered to be completed
by 2009.32

Texaco-Chevron Corporation

The lawsuit has been termed “the David and Goli-
ath” of its time and holds significance for other local
communities worldwide as well as for the multina-
tional resource extraction industries. Chevron Cor-
poration claims that the “plaintiffs' attorneys are
doing a grave disservice to their clients by refusing
to pursue any claims against the proper party, state-
owned oil company Petroecuador. As the exclusive
owner and operator of the oil fields for over 15
years, Petroecuador has not only failed to honor its
legal obligations to remediate oil field sites, but its
disastrous record of pollution and environmental
mismanagement over these many years is a fact
that plaintiffs' attorneys choose to ignore.”33 Texaco,
the operating company in charge of exploration,
design, construction, and production, shared profits
with Petroecuador, the state-run company, since
1976 (62.5 percent Petroecuador). From 1990
through 1992, Texaco transitioned its holdings and
the sites to Petroecuador. Petroecuador has been the
sole owner and operator of these fields since 1992,
when Texpet ended its minority interest. 

At the forum, Chevron’s attorney argued that the
local communities should blame their own govern-
ment for the pollution of their homes and water sys-
tems, as it has maintained a majority share or sole
proprietorship of these more than 340 locations for
over thirty years. In addition, Chevron argued that
Texpet completed a $40 million remediation plan in
1998, which the Ecuadorian government acknowl-
edged. Texpet claimed to have “remediated” its 37.5
percent of the locations (nearly 160 in total) that
were said to be contaminated.34 Chevron stated that
there has been “no credible scientific evidence to
support their claims. Laboratory analysis of soil and
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water samples taken from the oil fields clearly
shows that no petroleum-related health or environ-
mental risks exist at areas formerly remediated by
Texpet.”35 Therefore, Chevron denied responsibility
for the cleanup of the affected areas.

The Plaintiffs

The tribunal took place before more than five hun-
dred people, and its purpose was to consider not
only environmental damage claims but also the vio-
lations to the human rights of those who live in the
impacted areas. One man who lives in the area said,
“No, no, I lived here then. This oil was dumped in
1982 by Texaco—I remember. And later it was sup-
posed to be cleaned up. They came in here and said
they cleaned it up, but all they did was shove dirt on
top. So you see, why are you talking about Petroec-
uador? It was Texaco all along.”36

The findings of the multinational tribunal were
that Chevron-Texaco violated international conven-
tions on human rights by not guaranteeing the
Siona, Secoya, Waorani, and Cofan peoples’ right to
health and a safe environment. Testimonies of
increased rates of cancer in affected areas were
given in addition to the disappearance of an indige-
nous group, the Tetete. In addition to asking the
global community to abstain from purchasing Chev-
ron-Texaco products, the tribunal demanded that
Chevron-Texaco remediate all affected areas of its
former operations and to continue to be responsi-
ble for future environmental impacts, as its opera-
tions will have long-term consequences.37

Pablo Fajardo, lead attorney for the plaintiffs said,
“One of the problems with modern society is that it
places more importance on things that have a price
than on things that have a value. Breathing clean air,
for instance, or having clean water in the rivers, or
having legal rights—these are things that don’t have
a price but have a value. Oil does have a price, but
its value is much less. And sometimes we make the
mistake.”38

THE RESULTS AND THE FUTURE

What are the results of the Forum on Oil, Human
Rights, and Environmental Reparation, post-Octo-
ber 2006? Esperanza Martinez, the former director
of the Oilwatch international secretariat, helped
coordinate the transition of the secretariat in Nigeria
for Oilwatch Africa and organized a forum on the
postpetroleum state for the World Social Forum in
Nigeria in January 2007.39 As the forum’s stated
political goals are consciousness-raising and net-

work-building to form part of a global resistance at
the local level, the forum did increase networks and
raise awareness among its partners about the strug-
gles of others around the globe. Given its decentral-
ized organizational structure, it is difficult to
pinpoint local and national policy outcomes due
directly to Oilwatch coordination activities. This is
certainly not the unified and hierarchical interna-
tional nongovernmental organization to which schol-
ars refer when writing about a global civil society.
However, it is a global mechanism for normative
change infused with political goals and strategies for
local peoples.

Back to the question of why thousands would
protest in the streets of Ecuador against a free trade
agreement with the United States, or boot Occiden-
tal Petroleum Corporation from its long-time Amazo-
nian station, or oppose multinational extractive
industries. From above, Thomas Friedman tells the
story of the effects of the oil industry in “The First
Law of Petropolitics”: “The rising price of oil clearly
has a negative impact on the pace of freedom in
many countries, and when you get enough countries
with enough negative impacts, you start to poison
global politics.”40 From below, the story is told by
the forum in the Ecuadorian Amazon and by the
struggles of peoples throughout the globe concern-
ing the oil industry’s effects on those who do not
have voices loud enough to be heard or pockets
deep enough to be seen on the evening news. 

However, decisions for Ecuador on this difficult
issue are not over yet. President Correa is still con-
sidering the opportunity to expand into the Yasuní
National Park, Ecuador’s most coveted protected
area. While local, national, and international NGOs
call for a moratorium on the ITT region, Brazilian
Petrobras, Venezuela’s Pdvsa, and China’s oil com-
panies are vying for entrance and lucrative profit-
sharing programs with the ailing Ecuadorian state.
Can Ecuador afford NOT to exploit the ITT block for
more oil to pay off its debts and fund social pro-
grams for its peoples? Are multinational extractive
industries to blame for the consumer demand for
petroleum? 

The October 20–22, 2006, Forum on Oil, Human
Rights, and Environmental Reparation in Coca,
Ecuador, illustrated the challenges that global civil
society faces in confronting globalization and
resource extraction. Is such a forum part of the
broader, democratizing effect of globalization and
transnational networks among citizens of the world?
Does such a form of mobilization create new oppor-
tunities for democracy on a global scale or limit the
ability of states to resolve their sovereign issues? 

http://www.accionecologica.org/
http://www.accionecologica.org/
http://ww\hich\af0\dbch\af31505\loch\f0 w.amazonwatch.org/
http://ww\hich\af0\dbch\af31505\loch\f0 w.amazonwatch.org/
http://www.chevron.com/ecuador/
http://www.chevron.com/ecuador/
http://www.chevron.com/ecuador/
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-\hich\af0\dbch\af31505\loch\f0 factbook/geos/ec.html
https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-\hich\af0\dbch\af31505\loch\f0 factbook/geos/ec.html
http://www.oilwatch.org/
http://www.oilwatch.org/
http://www.yasuni-itt.gov.ec/
http://www.yasuni-itt.gov.ec/
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This case examines the nexus between the global
and local struggles surrounding natural resources,
economic and sustainable development, and the
environment, based on a first-hand account of a
visit to the Amazon. First, we will review the geopo-
litical and national context surrounding the 2006
Forum on Oil, Human Rights, and Environmental Rep-
aration in Coca, Ecuador, sponsored by the interna-
tional nongovernmental organization Oilwatch.
Then, we will delve deeper into the transnational
organization and mobilization of Oilwatch in
response to petroleum extraction in the developing
world, or the South. Finally, we will weigh the alter-
natives within the saga of natural resource extrac-
tion, sustainable development, and citizen activism
around the globe. 
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nections of natural resource extraction in the devel-
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NGO mobilization to national governments and mul-
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development and human rights. The Ecuadorian
Amazon is unique in that it presents the issue of
human rights within the framework of sustainable
development as indigenous peoples and uncon-
tacted indigenous peoples have brought the issue
before the Inter-American Court of Human Rights,
which supported the right of uncontaced peoples to
remain free from intrusions. Finally, the case illus-
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among NGOs, multinational corporations (MNCs),
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overlap and create policy challenges. While tradi-
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international community, this case demonstrates
the private authority of other nonstate actors, or at
the very least their significant influence. It also dem-
onstrates the importance of “people in politics,” a
theme central to the works of James Rosenau and
Ronnie Lipshutz. Those who have students inter-
ested in political activism might also select this case
for that reason. 
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THE ACTORS

The Latin American Leaders

Rafael Correa, President of Ecuador
Hugo Chávez, President of Venezuela
Evo Morales, President of Bolivia

The themes
Left-wing, socialist/Bolivarian Latin American

presidents who, in their unique ways, are seeking
alternative economic paths through differing levels
of natural resource nationalization and new social
programs. Venezuela and Ecuador are also Organiza-
tion of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) mem-
bers, and Bolivia has significant international
reserves of natural gas. All have common histories
of Spanish colonization. While the three have joined
in various international conferences, each has pur-
sued different public policies within their national
political realms. Students should be encouraged to
research these leaders and discuss their approaches
to socialist Bolivarianism and how they differ among
the three. 

The NGOs

Amazon Watch
Oilwatch International
Rainforest Action Network
Acción Ecológica

The themes
These NGOs have a long history of mobilizing in

this region. Acción Ecológica is an Ecuadorian NGO
with ties to the other international nongovernmental
organizations. To different extents, each discusses in
its mission socioenvironmentalism—the struggle for
just social and environmental policies. This issue
touches on concerns within the environmental
movement of the human presence in nature—
whether humans should dominate or live within
nature. Students should be encouraged to visit the
Web sites of these organizations to better under-
stand their organization and campaigns as well as
their interactions with each other. 

The MNCs

Occidental Oil Company
Chevron-Texaco Oil Company

The themes 
While it’s easy to vilify oil companies, these com-

panies have (or had) legal and legitimate status
within other countries. Natural resource extraction,
their business, is also tied to issues of consumerism
and conservation. Much attention has been given to
the lawsuit against Chevron-Texaco, as it may set
international precedent for payment for environ-
mental contamination and cleanup. Yet Ecuador,
like other countries mentioned in this case, contin-
ues to award oil concessions to MNCs. Students
should be encouraged to review the corporate social
responsibility and environmental impact studies of
these MNCs. There are also various documentaries
about the Ecuadorian Amazon and oil extraction,
namely the most recent, Crude: The Movie. 

The People

Willman Jimenez of Red de Lideres Angel Shingri,
Ecuador

Jean Aimé Brice Mackosso of Justice et Paix in
Congo

Santina Soares of La’o Hamutuk, East Timor
Keania Karikpo of Oilwatch Africa, Nigeria
Dune Lankhart, Alaska

The themes
The leaders in the case represent other natural

resource battles in the developing world and in the
United States. Each representative discusses issues
of social justice, environmental protection, and
human rights. The point of the conference is to
interact to share political strategies through their
common international nongovernmental organiza-
tion, Oilwatch. Students should be encouraged to
research these other leaders’ organizations and the
connections among them. Moreover, students
should reflect on the significance, or lack thereof, of
citizen action in the international system. 

OPENING QUESTIONS

What is the problem?
What is at stake here? 

• For the people, the government, global devel-
opment?

• Is this a global phenomenon; have we seen this
before?

• Who is the people’s champion? Make a case
for the president, the NGO, the industry.

• So, is natural resource development a “global-
ization curse”?
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Why should Ecuador’s poor pay the price of the
Congo or East Timor?

• What price are they paying now?

• Is this the future they see for themselves?

Did President Correa look for a bribe? 

• Is he an element of change or just trying to
grab a piece of the pie?

• What is the link to free trade?

• Was this a ploy by the government to get sup-
port for its actions?

• Would Ecuador have joined the free trade
debate if this issue never arose?

Chevron-Texaco was just a wildcatter in the fron-
tier. 

• Should Chevron-Texaco clean up this area? 

• Who is ultimately responsible—the Ecuadorian
state or Chevron-Texaco? 

ENDING QUESTIONS

Can we consider the destruction of the homes,
livelihoods, and lives of the indigenous peoples an
abuse of their human rights? 

Who should pay for such abuses? 
Are neoliberal economic policies hurting the most

precious resources in the world—not just the rainfor-
est, but children, cultures, and ways of life? This

question is loaded with a value statement: Can it be
rephrased?

How does this change the “race to the bottom”?
How do you know if the “push from the bottom” will
be effective, here or elsewhere?

Which international, national, and/or local actors
seem most significant in this case, and why?

Can they have effect somewhere else?
Are there international norms that underpin the

actors that are significant? 
How does this case relate to current discussions

on global climate change and new solutions to it?

FOR MORE INFORMATION 
ON THIS TOPIC, SEE:

Acción Ecológica, http://www.accionecologica.org/

Amazon Watch, http://www.amazonwatch.org/

Chevron-Texaco lawsuit, http://www.chevron.com/
ecuador/

The CIA World Factbook, Ecuador: https://
www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-fact-
book/geos/ec.html

Oilwatch, http://www.oilwatch.org/

The Yasuní-ITT Campaign, http://www.yasuni-
itt.gov.ec/
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Board Plan for Discussion:
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EPILOGUE

In February 2009, President Rafael Correa, having
been reelected under the new 2008 constitution,
officially supported the Yasuní-ITT proposal to leave
nearly nine hundred million barrels of oil under-
ground in the ITT block in return for coresponsbility
with the world community in the form of $350 mil-
lion per year for thirteen years, which roughly
equals 50 percent of the amount the country would
have earned from oil extraction there. 

Since the 2006 ouster of Occidental Oil Compa-
ny, which is pending an international arbitration in
Washington, DC, Ecuador has renegotiated contracts
with Perenco and Repsol-YPF multinational oil com-
panies, expanding the Ecuadorian interest in the ex-
traction. The Chevron-Texaco lawsuit still hangs in
the balance in a small courtroom in Lago Agrio in
the northern Ecuadorian Amazon. The judge in the
case has been accused of accepting bribes, and
Chevron-Texaco has been accused of falsifying envi-

ronmental studies and trying to frame the judge. 
Still, activists strongly support increased sover-

eignty over natural resources, in addition to a mora-
torium on drilling in favor of alternative energy
production, called Ecuador Post-Petroleum. The Min-
istry of Energy and Mines and Petroecuador have
continued research and seismic testing in the south-
ern Amazonian region of the country, while the
President’s Leadership and Administrative Council
for the Yasuní-ITT Initiative travel the globe seeking
funding to protect the ITT block of the park. Thus,
the rainforest imbroglio continues among activists,
indigenous and local peoples, multinational corpora-
tions, the government, and the international com-
munity. As demonstrated in the accounts above in
the forum, Ecuador’s experience is illustrative of
others around the globe in terms of balancing
resource extraction and sustainable development in
the framework of global governance processes. 
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